
JOINT SIGNATORY STATEMENT – 21st March 2013 

 

Significant Progress on Coupe Re-Scheduling 

 

The signatories to the Tasmanian Forests Agreement are today pleased to provide a public 

statement noting significant progress on the re-scheduling of coupes associated with the 

reserves provided for under the Agreement, particularly coupes associated with the World 

Heritage nomination. 

 

The signatories thank Forestry Tasmania for their work in establishing the re-scheduling process 

and particularly in making quick progress in relation to coupes associated with the World 

Heritage nomination, and for the State and Commonwealth governments in committing to the 

funding required to enable the re-scheduling work.   

 

"This is a significant step forward, and an important part of what is needed to provide certainty 

for industry whilst providing for a significant nature conservation outcome," said Australian 

Conservation Foundation Executive Director Don Henry. 

 

“We are asking our members and supporters and the Tasmanian conservation community to 

recognise that a transitional period is required to allow wood requirements to be met whilst 

logging schedules are moved from agreed reserves. The majority of coupes previously identified 

for logging inside the World Heritage Extension nomination will now not be logged and those 

coupes already underway will be finalised before the World Heritage Committee deliberations in 

June,” said Environment Tasmania spokesperson Phill Pullinger. 

 

“This transitional period is required in order to ensure wood supply is available to mills, and we 

welcome the significant progress on this key issue,” said Terry Edwards, CEO of FIAT, “This is 

consistent with the terms of our agreement.” 

 

The coupe re-scheduling update from signatories is as follows:-  

 

1. With financial assistance from the State and Commonwealth governments, Forestry 

Tasmania has rapidly commenced work to re-schedule logging coupes outside of the 

agreed reserves provided for by the Tasmanian Forests Agreement 2012 

 

2. In particular, there has already been significant progress by Forestry Tasmania on re-

scheduling logging coupes outside of the proposed World Heritage nomination 

 

3. An updated transitional schedule is attached and Forestry Tasmania has confirmed that 

this updated coupe schedule will be further reduced over time as the re-scheduling 

work continues.  This ensures that the transitional schedule minimises any impact on 

the agreed reserves whilst securing wood supply for mills.   

 

Contact: 

Phill Pullinger, Environment Tasmania 0428 554 934 

Terry Edwards, Forest Industries Association of Tasmania 0419 319 789  

 

 



 

Fact Sheet: Progress on re-scheduling logging coupes outside of the 

proposed reserves 
21

st
 March 2013 

 

Forestry Tasmania has confirmed to Tasmanian Forest Agreement signatories 

that: 

 

• The majority of coupes previously on a protection order transitional 

schedule associated with the World Heritage nomination area will not be 

logged and have been removed from the schedule.  This specifically 

relates to coupes: BA388D, CM017C, HA045E, PC043G, EP004F, HA019C, 

PC070F, PC083D, TN040D, TN044B, TN047A, WR008A. 

 

• Those coupes that were already in the process of being harvested that 

are within the boundaries of the World Heritage nomination will be 

completed before June 14
th

 ,ensuring a full cessation of harvesting 

activities within the World Heritage nomination area prior to the World 

Heritage meeting.  This specifically relates to: BT009D, BT011C, BT012D, 

BT013A, CZ006C (felling completed 22/2), SX019I, and TN051C 

 

• Two coupes that had previously been associated with the nomination, 

CO008A, and EP048C, are now outside of and not associated with the 

World Heritage nomination  

 

• That the updated transitional coupe schedule will be further reduced 

over time as the re-scheduling work continues 

 
 

 


